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Welcome Home – the nicest place on earth

A large part of our life is taking place in our home. This is where memories are being born, happy

sociable moments are enjoyed and family and friends given a warm welcome. It takes a variety of 

elements to turn an ordinary house into a comfortable home. The Fuggerhaus collection 

“Welcome Home”, with fabrics as light as a feather, will help with the fnishing touches of the 

window decorations and makes the transformation from a house into a home sweet home 

possible.

Come on in and feel good is the motto – at frst glance the living room welcomes you as one of 

the most comfortable rooms of the house. A fascinating book in the armchair, relaxing on the sofa

or an enjoyable games night with friends this is what makes the lounge so special.

The fabrics at the window appear to be an experiment and stress an individual atmosphere in the 

home. “Weave” a jacquard woven decoration fabric with fading design contours contributes 

ideally to a modern living. The contemporary  interpretation of classical elements in “Valentino”  

brings a fascinating character to the living room. “Glamour” introduces itself as a most 

extravagant highlight at the window. A very light semi-transparent base fabric fnished with a 

metal print – pure luxury and elegance.  Those fabrics can tell tales and create a balance between

the contemporary living and the handed down experience and tradition.

The kitchen is not just the place for cooking and eating – it is the centrepiece of the house where 

everybody meets. For a modern ambiance in the kitchen the choice is “Flair”. A devoré with a 

sophisticated fnish. On the net-structure the surface is fnished with an elegant glimmer. Quite 

the opposite is “Script” with its abstract calligraphy design. It expresses character in the room 

and makes a statement for modern living. For a more cosy approach, “Antica” a multicolour 



design with disintegrating stripes which create a comfortable and homely atmosphere – the 

kitchen as a comfort zone.

If outdoors or indoors - everybody enjoys relaxing moments in the green of nature. Fuggerhaus 

glade n's the heart of nature lovers, with light fabrics in delicate colours which bring the garden 

into the home. The blurry wiping technique of the print "Amanda" reminds in an artistic way of 

an ancient wall telling many stories. The charm of the metropolis and the magic of nature are 

merging in the devoré design "Avery". Large blossoms with colourful dégradé contours are 

creating a stunning attraction at the window. "Elina" presents a casual look - the linen fbres and 

the fascinating weaving structure show the natural character of the fabric. With a good book and 

a refreshing drink this self made oasis welcomes you to stay.

Pleasant comfort is spreading in the bedroom, a place of tranquility and relaxation. A cosy 

atmosphere is created by the dimout "Olymp", which dims down the room in an elegant and 

decorative way. Calmness is expressed by the net curtain "Kate". This uni coloured net is far from

being plain as its unique net structure and luxurious gleam attract attention. "Romantic Deluxe" 

would be a suitable motto for the embroidery "Jolie". The vintage style is a reminessance to times

gone by. The embroidery design is composed as a picture with a fnished border at the bottom. 

Its soft and elegant drape will be enjoyed by the romantic type. Lots of love has been put into the 

details of "Feather", a lightweight window decoration. The play of calligraphy and delicate 

feathers on a very soft base fabric meets ideally the idea of a lovingly decorated room.


